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Duel Masters revival project
This project is a Duel Masters collection of cards that will replace the original trading card game in
case Duel Masters stop being published. The goal is to make sure that the game stay alive even if
Wizards of the Coast cannot afford to inject money in the game anymore. Else this game might
fade out in history of mankind. Since it is, on my point of view, the best CCG I have seen so far, it
deserves to stay active.
This card collection will be distributed as PDF freely on the internet. It will allow people to play
the game by printing as much copy they want of the cards they need. A set of rules will be made to
allow people to make their own cards while keeping it balanced with the rest of the collection and
other people's created card.
This section contains information about the project's development. The project is not currently
active because Duel Masters is still being published all around the world. It is also possible, for
whatever reason, that the project might never comes alive (ex: the game never stop being
published, I have a fatal accident, etc).
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New idea
I got a new idea lately to make my own game based on the Duel Master System. But this is only
possible once the patent of wizard of the coast will end. Apparently, it should end near 2014. So
maybe in 2015, you could expect a card game from me but that would be re-themed and published
over another name to make sure I can sell it. It will probably be published as print and play and

you will be able to make your own cards.
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